**Paul, Big, and Small**
by David Glen Robb
YF Robb
Three high school outcasts who are bullied for their differences find friendship and support through their relatable experiences, complementary traits, and shared interests, including therapeutic rock climbing.

**Windfall**
by Jennifer E. Smith
YF Smith
Buying her crush a lottery ticket for his 18th birthday, Alice is astounded when he wins.

**Long May She Reign**
by Rhiannon Thomas
YF Thomas
Unexpectedly elevated to the throne when a massacre ends the lives of those in succession before her, Freya is targeted by manipulative nobles and corrupt councilors while she struggles to identify the assassins.

**Shatter**
by Nikki Trionfo
YF Trionfo
16-year-old Salem knows her sister Carrie's death was no accident, it was a conspiracy. With Carrie's killers still out there, Salem's not sure who she can trust. If she can't prove she's right before it's too late, Salem might end up sharing Carrie's fate.

**The Beast Player**
by Nahoko Uehashi
YF Uehashi
When her mother is executed for the mysterious deaths of their kingdom’s protective water serpents, a girl with an inherited ability to communicate with magical beasts finds her talent ensnaring her in life-threatening war plots.

**What If?**
by Anna Russell
YF Russell
Josh wonders why his brain tells him to do things others do not, so when he is diagnosed with OCD, he finds an answer, but this diagnosis is a blessing and a curse.

**Crown of coral and pearl**
by Mara Rutherford
YF Rutherford
A young woman from a village on the sea where generations of princes have chosen their brides is forced to impersonate her twin to save everyone she loves from a tyrannical leader. 75,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.

**Skyward**
by Brandon Sanderson
YF Sanderson
The best-selling author of the *Mistborn* books presents a new series about a girl from a world under constant alien attack who dreams of becoming a wartime pilot to determine the fate of humanity.

**The Beast Player**
by Nahoko Uehashi
YF Uehashi
When her mother is executed for the mysterious deaths of their kingdom’s protective water serpents, a girl with an inherited ability to communicate with magical beasts finds her talent ensnaring her in life-threatening war plots.

---

Minimal violence, sex, and profanity
Rebound
by Kwame Alexander
In the summer of 1988, 12-year-old Chuck Bell is sent to stay with his grandparents, where he discovers jazz and basketball and learns more about his family’s past.

Love From A to Z
by S.K. Ali
Suspended for standing up against a teacher’s hate speech, a Muslim teen visits her aunt in Qatar, where she bonds with a motherless young man who is attempting to hide his multiple sclerosis diagnosis from his grieving father.

Alex & Eliza: A Love Story
by Melissa De la Cruz
When Alexander Hamilton and Eliza Schuyler meet one fateful night, so begins an epic love story that would forever change the course of American history.

Backfield Boys
by John Feinstein
When best friends Tom and Jason leave New York City for an elite, sports-focused boarding school in Virginia to play football, they find some coaches and teammates have racist tendencies.

Somewhere Only We Know
by Maurene Goo
A rising K-pop star on the eve of her breakout television performance and a tabloid reporter on assignment meet by chance at a fancy hotel during a search for a good hamburger—a meeting that can transform both of their careers.

My Plain Jane
by Cynthia Hand
A riotously gothic reimagining of Jane Eyre that features an orphan with a tragic past, an aspiring author, and a supernatural investigator who team up for an epic ghost hunt.

Deeplight
by Frances Hardinge
Discovering the still-beating heart of a formidable deity believed long dead, Hark races to keep the dangerous object out of the hands of smugglers, scientists, and cult fanatics in the hope of saving a best friend’s life.

Waiting for Fitz
by Spencer Hyde
Hospitalized for her OCD, Addie Foster and her new schizophrenic friend, 17-year-old Fitzgerald Whitman IV, escape the psychiatric ward and undertake a journey to find the elusive (and endangered) bird, the Kirtland’s warbler.

Darius the Great Is Not Okay
by Adib Khorram
A Persian-American youth who prefers pop culture to his family traditions struggles with depression and his relatives while bonding with a boy who helps him embrace his Iranian heritage.

The Downstairs Girl
by Stacey Lee
When the advice column she secretly writes becomes wildly popular, a young lady’s maid uses her influence to question her society’s fixed ideas about race and gender.

The Kingdom of Back
by Marie Lu
Forbidden by 18th-century restrictions to pursue her dream of becoming a composer, the musically gifted older sister of Wolfgang Mozart risks everything she cares about by accepting an irresistible offer from a mysterious stranger.

There’s Something About Sweetie
by Sandhya Menon
A brokenhearted Indian-American teen agrees to allow his parents to set him up on culturally approved dates with a talented track athlete who is tired of being nagged by her traditionally minded family about her plus-sized body.